WAAC THE NEXT Consulting Package | Ask for Customized Solutions & Pricing
“You can't ask for what you want unless you know what it is. A lot of people don't know what they want or they want much less than they deserve.
First you have to figure out what you want. Second, you have to decide that you deserve it. Third, you have to believe you can get it. And, fourth, you
have to have the guts to ask for it.” ~ Barbara De Angelis

1. Strategic | Tactical Communications
a. Perceptive Communications to move beyond status quo
b. Fresh perspectives to fuse with and/or broaden limited
views
c. Value-added performance strategies and consistency
techniques to impact bottom-line.

2. Trusted Communications
a. Proactively encourage questions to improve open
communication | lay out good vs. bad hidden agendas
b. Actively Listen with heart, intent, and understanding
c. Aimfully terminate doubts and assumptions to establish
clear communication
d. Mindfully lay out your expectations from the get go to
exemplify and evoke trusted communication.

3. Cultivate and Facilitate Client Relationships
a. Open and transparent communication
b. Relationship Damn-namics vs. Dynamics
c. Develop leadership qualities and skills
d. Value of mutual reciprocity by referrals
e. Collaboration with emphasis on core values
f. Ego Management
g. Importance of acknowledgment and validation
h. Encourage questions and ask, don’t assume
i Client Relationship Building -- LOYALTY Level

4. EDUtaining Speaking
a. How to capture hearts
b. How to captivate minds
c. How to improve voice intonation (pitch, dynamics, tone color)
d. Confidence Coaching (overcome fear of public speaking)
e. How to create a memorable experience with high impact

5. Thought Leadership | Performance
a. Why am I Here | Career Coaching
b. Core Values and Leadership Development
c. Character Development

6. Content Analysis, Development & Production
Writing, Editing, Copywriting, Proofing, Content Doctoring for:
a. Books (print and online)
b. Articles (print and online)
c. Web content
d. Audio and Video
e. Marketing material and more …

7. Broadcasting and Production
a. How to host your Radio | TV Show
b. How to be a guest on a TV | Radio show
c. Content Production (text, audio, video)
with clarity of direction, and more ...

*** Custom packages will be created based upon clients’ needs.***

